Abstract. Electrical power systems are such nonlinear systems that the ever changing working environments. Generator outputs, loads and the electrical power system parameters are continuously changing. In recent years, because of economic and environmental conditions, electrical power systems have been forced to work nearly maximum load capacity with the most efficient operating conditions. Accordingly, also, power flow and critical fault conditions analysis is a significant criterion for operation of electrical power systems. M odern power systems are planned for high level, multi-variable dynamic systems. In this study, 16 busbar section from 118 busbar interconnected 420 and 170 kV M armara region electrical power system transmission lines are discussed. Electrical power system stability is investigated under the critical fault conditions. Power flow and critical fault condition analysis of newly installed transmission lines, additional power transformers and power generating units possibly installed in coming future was p erformed. Power flow and fault analysis of mentioned electrical power system are solved by using the Power System Analysis Toolbox 2.1.9 (PSAT) software
Introduction
Electrical energy is the most widely used type of energy and it is very valuable. But electrical energy is most expensive type of energy. Energy power system planners must make all kinds of researches and developments such as minimum cost, consumption and savings analyses. Electrical power systems are nonlinear systems that have ever-changing working environments. Loads, generator outputs and the system parameters are continuously changing. In recent years, economic and environmental conditions have forced electrical power systems to work close to the border points of the most efficient operating conditions. Accordingly, analysis of electrical power systems is an important criterion for operation. M odern electrical power systems are planned high level and multi variable dynamic systems. In general, the distortions in the electrical power system parameters are triggered by different characteristics of system components [1] . Owing to ease of use, easily conversion of other types of energy and widespread use in daily life electric energy consumption has increased from year to year, and today the most important indicator for development level of countries is electrical energy consumption rates. The most appropriate way to meet these growing demands is possible with future planning schemes [2] . For this reason, application of power flow analysis has become more important in electrical power systems. System optimal operating points are determined by power flow method, and then parameters extracted from mentioned solution method consisted voltage magnitude and voltage angles of the busbar except the swing busbar. Following, active -reactive powers delivered in transmission lines and loss of transmission lines are calculated. Optimal power flow analysis satisfies such a load capacity scheme that minimizing system installation costs in power generating units, and by the same time the amplitudes and angles of all the bus voltages and reactive power calculations are successes. Design and operation of a power system is a very complex problem [3] . As a result of advances in computer technology, many simulation software packages have been created for power system analysis. The most general and reliable algorithm to solve the power flow problem is Newton-Raphson method [4, 5] .
In Newton-Raphson method, the basic principle of the load flow problem is solving the voltage of the busbar with generators and power system installation using the system loads given into non-linear equations. Load flow methods make calculation of the maximum loading point easy and also all the PV curve is drawn by Newton-Raphson method. PV curve is usually used as an aid for electrical power system planning and analysis. Increased load models under conditions of high voltage borders are difficult to predict. M ostly this can be estimated by using these curves. Almost all load flow methods are based on the prediction approach. In this case, the load demand during the power systems maximum loading point, the power system is meant to reach a balanced point of voltage limit. Under normal circumstances, load flow equations have possible two solutions and one of them gives operational point of electrical power system [6, 7] . In this study, 16 buses section from 118 buses interconnected 420 and 170 kV M armara region electrical power transmission lines are discussed. Additionally, power flow and critical fault condition analysis of newly installed transmission lines, additional transformers and generating power units possibly installed in coming future was performed. Power flow and critical fault condition analysis of mentioned electrical power system are solved by using the PSAT 2.1.9 software [8] . This study consists of four chapters and appendices. In the first section, the subject of paper introduced in general and some studies relative with the subject are presented. In the second section, M armara region electrical power system briefly introduced. In the third section implementing PSAT 2.1.9 software programs in M armara region electrical power system is described and data network, optimal load flow analysis was conducted with three steps critical fault condition analysis. These steps include outage of shunt capacitor unit analysis, outage of series capacitor unit analysis, and inline of critical short circuit analysis. The fourth section is conclusion part of this study. This section summarizes effects of M armara region electrical power system stability under the critical fault condition analysis on power transmission lines.
Description of the Marmara Region Electrical Power System
M armara region electrical power system is required to ensure continuous operation of productionconsumption balance. This is a central control and direction system to ensure mentioned power balance. In very large power systems, system areas are divided into more than one region and these divided substations are controlled under their local centers. One of the power system regions in Turkey electrical transmission network is the M armara region electrical power transmission network. Production and consumption balance must be kept continuously in interconnected system operating. It is possible to keep this balance thereby controlling from one center. For very big systems, these zones are controlled from their own centers thereby dividing the system as zones more than one. M armara region electrical power transmission zone is one of zones in Turkey. Reduced 16 buses section from M armara region electrical power system map is given in figure 1.
Fig. 1.
Reduced 16 buses section from M armara region electrical power system map Existing operation voltage in M armara region electrical power system is 170 kV and 420 kV. There are 13 buses with 420 kV and 105 buses with 170 kV in this region. Among these 118 buses, 20 buses are for production and 98 buses are for load bus. In this system there are 7 auto producer power plants, 4 special power plants, 7 thermal power plants and 2 hydraulic power plants. All 420 and 170 kV transmission line rates in the system were conversed the PU (per unit) system to adap t [9] . In PSAT 2.1.9 program, characteristic rate of autotransformers were used. Numbers were given from 1 to 118 for all buses. Auto producer and free production power plants which are connected to the electrical power system from medium voltage level did not exist but existing power plants which have special 170 kV switchyard (Enerjisa, Entek) were considered however produced at medium voltage level. 380 kV Ada DGKCS-1 transformer center was selected as slack bus thereby writing bus voltage rate for each bus. Power flow analysis was made thereby accepting the transmission loss provided from this bus. Indeed, this bus already is a high generator bus. Table 1 codes are defined for the buses from 1 to 16 in the M armara region electrical power transmission network and each bar code is used in later studies. Impedances of reduced 16 buses section from M armara region electrical power system are given in table 2. Angles and load status information in the reduced 16 buses electrical power system are given in table 3. Only power production bus of the M armara region electrical power system (as well as the slack bus) is 420 kV Ada DGKCS-1. The production of active power is 1672 M W and reactive power is 193 M VAr in this slack bus. Roles of M armara region electrical power system; 1. Provision of electricity production and transmission, according to consumer needs. 2. System voltage and frequency to be kept within certain limits, and load shedding. 3. Conduct of the business, the coordination of maneuvers and get the work done.
Critical Fault Condition Analyses
The critical fault condition analyses are investigated into three different scales.  Short circuit analysis,  Outage series capacitor unit analysis,  Outage shunts capacitor unit analysis.
The critical fault condition analyses are handled into three different cases. Case 1: The electrical power system with normal load in all the load buses is considered as normal condition and the Newton-Raphson load flow is carried out with loading factor value equal to 1. Case 2: The electrical power system with 50% increased load in all the load buses is considered as a critical condition. Loading of the electrical power system went beyond this level and results in poor voltage profile in the load buses and unacceptable real power loss level. Case 3: Contingency is imposed by considering the most critical line outage in the electrical power system. This is the most suitable condition for voltage stability analysis of a p ower system as voltage stability is usually triggered by line outages.
The critical fault condition cases one line diagram is given in figure 2.
Fig. 2. The critical fault condition cases one line diagram

Short Circuit Analysis
Electric current carrying circuits, especially in power systems containing high voltage, short circuit is common situation. In such a situation are of very great dangers. Short circuit calculations, the worst possibility that the three phase short circuit state is considered. The short circuit analysis one line diagram for case 1 is given in figure 3 . The short circuit calculation PSAT 2.1.9 program screenshot is shown in figure 4 . As an example, three phase short circuit was created in Izmit Gis bus and the results are given in table 4. 
Outage Series Capacitor Unit Analysis
Series capacitors are connected in series with the electrical power transmission line by the aim for compensating for inductive reactance (and also reducing the impedance of the transmission line). Series Capacitors also increases the maximum power and reduces loss of transmitted reactive power in transmission line [10] . The outage series capacitor unit analysis one line diagram for case 3 is given in figure 5 . 
Outage Shunts Capacitor Unit Analysis
Shunt capacitors group connected to power transmission line in parallel, increase bus voltage and generate reactive power. In general, they are used to produce reactive energy that consumers needed. Parallel capacitors provide reactive power and help to sustain voltages into acceptable limits [11] . T he outage shunts capacitor unit analysis one line diagram for case 2 is given in figure 7 . In the case of outage shunts capacitor unit, establishing different proportions of shunts compensation on electrical power system decreases the continuous load carrying capacity in power transmission lines. M armara region electrical power transmission line PV curve status in the case of outage shunts capacitor unit is given in figure 8 . As shown in figure 8, PV curves voltage collapse cases has been shifted from 1.30 pu (per-unit) voltage level to never collapse cases. The amount of reactive power from slack bus decreases before the outage shunts capacitor unit. 
Conclusions
Power flow, power system stability and critical fault condition analysis is an important criterion for operation of electrical power systems. M odern electrical power systems are planned for high level, multi-variable dynamic systems. Electrical power system planning, design and operation requires special attentions on careful evaluation and analysis schemes for providing high system performance, reliability, and healthy economic operability. M odern interconnected electrical power networks are composed of thousands of system elements and buses. M anual calculation may take great times. Today, Power analysis programs which run very short period of time are widely used for giving healthy outputs. Therefore, in this study, critical fault condition analysis of 16 buses sample of M armara region electrical power system stability is investigated by using PSAT 2.1.9 program.
